
HELP! HOW DO I CITE A PAPER ACCORDING TO 

MLA 

Book 
Garcia Marquez, Gabriel. Love in the Time of Cholera. 
 Vintage, 1988. 
 
Journal Article (Electronic database) 
Hannah, Daniel K. "The Private Life, the Public Stage: Henry 
 James in Recent Fiction." Journal of Modern 
 Literature, vol.30, no. 3, Spring2007, pp. 70-94.               
 JSTOR, www.jstor.org.ezproxy.lib.uwf.edu/
 stable/30053134. 
Webpage 
Farkas, Meredith. "Tips for Being a Great Blogger (and a 
 Good Person)." Information Wants to Be Free, 19 
 July 2011, meredith.wolfwater.com/
 wordpress/2011/07/19/tips-for-being-a-great-
 blogger-and-good-person/. 
 
NOTE: When including the URL, omit the http:// 
and https:// 

WORKS CITED EXAMPLES 
 

 1” Margins; 12pt Font (Times 

New Roman), Double-Spaced 

 Create a running header with 

your last name and page number 

in the upper right hand corner 

(header sometimes omitted from 

first page) 

 MLA does not require a title page; 

Instead list your name, instructor, 

course, and the date in upper-left 

corner of page 

 Works Cited  page will appear at 

the end. Reference entries should 

be double-spaced and listed 

alphabetically by author last 

name. Use hanging indention.   

FORMAT YOUR PAPER 

MLA 8 requires researchers to locate all “core elements” provided for a source and list them in the 
following order with the accompanying punctuation: 

1. Author | The person or organization that created the source.  
2. Title of source | The specific name of the source. Book titles are italicized 
but article and chapter titles are in quotation marks. 
3. Title of container | When the source is part of a larger whole (e.g. 
chapter of a book or article of a journal)  
4. Other contributors | Editors, directors, translators, narrators, performers  
5. Version | Edition (Updated, expanded, 7th, etc.), version 
6. Number | Volume, number– vol. 1, no. 5 
7. Publisher | Organization responsible for producing the source 
8. Publication date | Date the source was published  
9. Location | Page number, chapter, DOI, website URL or permalink  

MLA GUIDING PRINCIPLES  



 
In addition to a  list of references at the end of your paper, 
you need to cite your sources in the text of your paper. 
Citations in the text include the last name of the author(s) 
and page number, if available. 
 

With author in sentence 
Naomi Wolf argues that women's magazines have 
instilled a message that women have to look a certain 
way to experience happiness and excitement (61).  

Without author in sentence 
"A girl learns that stories happen to 'beautiful' women, 
whether they are interesting or not" (Wolf 61).  

With author in sentence, using direct quote 
According to Foulkes's study, dreams may express 
"profound aspects of personality" (184).  

Without author in sentence, using direct quote 
According to some, dreams express "profound 
aspects of personality" (Foulkes 184), though others 
disagree.  
 

Two authors? 
(Wegener and Petty 145) -or-  
Research by Wegener and Petty supports…(145). 
 
Three or more authors?  
(Kernis et al. 327)  
 
No author? 
If the work does not have an author, cite the source by its 
title in the signal phrase or use the first word or two in the 
parentheses. Titles of books and reports are italicized; 
titles of articles, chapters, and web pages are in quotes. 

IN-TEXT CITATIONS 

 
When you include a quote or 
borrowed idea in your paper, 
introduce it with 
a signal phrase! 
This provides 
context for source 
material. 

REMEMBER! 

 
This handout  is only a sample of 
basic MLA formatting. If you have 
questions, talk to a librarian or 
consult the MLA Handbook, (8th 
Ed.) available at your MGA 
library. 
 

Citing Subject Guide 
http://guides.mga.edu/citations 

 
 

The Purdue OWL:  
MLA Style 

https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/res
earch_and_citation/mla_style/

mla_style_introduction.html 
 

MLA Style Center 
style.mla.org/ 

 

ADDITIONAL HELP 

Middle Georgia  

State University 

https://www.mga.edu/library/ 

Citing in MLA 

Adapted from a guide created by Autumn 

Johnson at Savannah State University 


